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About ADP

1949
Human Capital
Management solutions

Year Founded

Headquarters in
Roseland, NJ

Highlights: ADP Ambassador Program

700,000+ customers
in 113 countries

Meet The Team

• ADP needed a scalable way to boost their customer referrals
and references.
• The ADP Ambassador Rewards Program gives advocates a
central role in ADP’s sales, marketing, customer success, and
product development.

Nithya Narasimhan
Vice President, Client Experience and Innovation

Sarah Schreiner
Senior Strategy Analyst, Client Experience

With Influitive’s AdvocateHub, ADP has achieved the
following results:

3,800+

15,000+

712

1,900+

advocates joined

social shares

testimonials

webinar
registrations

914

9,000+

22%

pieces of product
feedback collected

hours of administrative
work saved

higher NPS for advocates
than for other customers

INFLUITIVE.COM

Public Company (ADP)

• Influitive Advocate of the Month, February 2018
• Finalist for 2017 BAMMIE Award for Advocate
Marketer of the Year

Shristi Shonka
Director, Client Experience
• Influitive Advocate of the Month, March 2018
• Finalist for 2017 BAMMIE Award for Advocate
Marketer of the Year
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GOAL:

Build an engaged community of customer advocates to contribute
their voices to every department at ADP
For almost 70 years, ADP has been a leader in business
outsourcing. The company has 700,000 customers and is known
throughout the world for their payroll processing and human capital
management (HCM) services. In fact, your paycheck may have
ADP’s name on it.

“We were going to build a system to find, track, and manage
customer references for our HCM offerings,” says Nithya
Narasimhan, Vice President of Client Experience and Innovation at
ADP. “But we quickly realized that references were just one piece of
the puzzle.”

In recent years, the way customers search for ADP’s services
has changed. They now base their purchasing decisions on
recommendations from peers and conduct extensive research
online before they contact a sales rep.

Customer advocacy: A goldmine of opportunity
As Nithya and her team researched reference programs, they
discovered customer advocacy.

ADP knew that harnessing the power of their customers would
boost their referrals and recommendations. So, they decided to
expand their reference program.

“As I dug into it, the field of advocate marketing kept coming up,”
says Nithya. “I realized that a reference program is very narrow
in focus and that there are so many more ways customers can
advocate for us.”

But scaling a reference program for a comprehensive business
solution is no easy task. ADP needed an efficient way to build
one-to-one relationships with their customers. The company also
wanted to give customers a positive experience and not overwhelm
them with reference requests.

ADP partnered with Influitive to launch an advocate marketing
community, called the ADP Ambassador Rewards Program.
Through the program, Ambassadors would play a key role in ADP’s
client success, marketing, sales and product development initiatives.
ADP launched their advocate community in February of 2015 with

INFLUITIVE.COM
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“We had asked one of our top Ambassadors to speak at our annual
conference. She had accumulated enough points for a free ticket.
Instead of saving these points to use on herself, she redeemed them
so her boss could come and see her speak,” says Sarah. “Think
about how big of a deal it is to speak at a huge conference and
have your boss in the audience. It was an amazing professional
development opportunity, and she was thrilled we made it possible.”

the following goals:
• Recruit 1,000 advocates to join the program
• Increase their number of favorable reviews
• Build their reference pool
• Boost their social shares
It didn’t take long until ADP exceeded their goals, and begun a
larger initiative to use customer advocates to fuel every part of their
business.

Sarah has also noticed a funny phenomenon where many advocates
don’t redeem their points. She realized that ultimately some of the
best rewards that advocates receive are non-tangible. Advocates
gain deep personal benefits from the program, like being part of a
community of like-minded professionals, and getting recognition for
their achievements in front of their peers.

The advocates: Honoring the unsung heroes of HR
“Our advocates are HCM professionals who love to help others,”
says Sarah Schreiner, Senior Strategy Analyst, Customer
Experience. “Through the ADP Ambassador Rewards Program, we
can give back to these often unsung heroes. When a customer
becomes an Ambassador, they are given opportunities to learn
new skills, stay up-to-date on best practices, build their brand, and
network with their peers—while influencing the solution they use
every day.”

Read on to discover how ADP exceeded their
goals across many areas of the business:
Client Success, Sales, Marketing, Product,
Events, and Employee Engagement.

When Ambassadors complete an advocacy challenge—such as
providing feedback on a product—they collect points that they
can redeem for rewards. Some of ADP’s top rewards include swag,
tickets to their annual conference, and donations to a charity of the
month.

INFLUITIVE.COM
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What ADP's advocates are saying:

The Ambassador Program allows me to set personal
goals for my career development. Thank you, ADP!

I like this program because I can pick up some great
hints, learn new things, and connect with other
clients and ADP professionals.

Ingrid Carlo
Payroll/HCM Solution Consultant

Audrey Stepp
HR Director of Operations

I love participating in this program. I really love the
knowledge I have gained in this program and how I
can give feedback on products and have a voice as
a customer.

This is such a fun way to learn! I've learned about
ADP internal resources and have read great HCM
articles. I also love the competition to make it to the
top of the leaderboard!

Marcy Clark
Manager of HRIS & Benefits

Kris Weber
Client Success Executive

INFLUITIVE.COM
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CLIENT SUCCESS:

Reduce churn, enhance customer loyalty, and
boost Net Promoter Scores
Conventional wisdom says that customers with high Net Promoter
Scores (NPS) are the most likely to become advocates.
However, ADP didn’t want to engage only the customers who
were already inclined to promote them. ADP saw an opportunity
to reduce churn and increase loyalty by opening ADP Ambassador
Rewards Program to everyone. Using a single sign-on, customers
can log into both their ADP accounts and the Ambassador Rewards
portal.
When ADP implemented single sign-on, something surprising
happened. Customers who were not Net Promoters improved their
scores after they joined. In fact, Ambassadors have an NPS that is
22% higher than non-Ambassadors.
“Decreasing churn requires you to get a pulse on what your
customers are thinking,” says Nithya. “We use our AdvocateHub
to pinpoint customers who might be a churn risk. We do this by
asking them how likely they are to recommend us and sharing their
feedback with our associates that can make a positive impact.”
INFLUITIVE.COM

ADP began the year with an NPS survey to check their customers' pulses

Every quarter, ADP collects data on whether or not Ambassadors
will refer them to others. Then, depending on each score, they
send customers personalized follow-up questions. For example,
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What people are saying

they may ask a Promoter, “What about this experience has been so
positive for you?” Meanwhile, they will ask a Detractor, “What can
we do to improve your experience?” Then, ADP gives the answers
to their Client Success team, so they can proactively address the
feedback.

The Ambassador Rewards Program has had a huge
impact on our business. The platform gives us direct
access to engaged customers and nearly instant,
actionable feedback that is invaluable to our team.
We recently got a critical survey up-and-running,
gathered feedback, and were able to analyze results
quickly—saving us 88 hours of effort.

ADP also uses their AdvocateHub to nurture relationships and
help customers succeed. They do this by sharing educational
opportunities and new product features.
“Customers often don't know all of the cool things that we're doing,
because there's so much,” says Nithya. “Through our Hub, we can
show them a new product, give them tips on how to use it, and
share how their peers are succeeding with it.”

Christi Fedio
Senior Director of Change
Management at ADP

Results
• Ambassadors’ NPS is 22% higher than ADP’s general customer
base
• Client success executives have saved 9,000 hours of
administration when communicating with customers and
soliciting responses
• 2,000 Ambassadors have used “The Bridge,” a networking
site that encourages self-service support, offsetting $150,000$200,000 in support tickets

INFLUITIVE.COM
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MARKETING AND SALES:

Generate positive word-of-mouth through online reviews,
testimonials, and social shares
Research shows that B2B buyers complete
most of their purchasing process before they
speak with a vendor.
“A strong market perception is critical to
helping us reach buyers earlier in the sales
process and helps organizations understand
the value ADP brings to solve their HCM
challenges,” says Sarah.
Here are the ways ADP is harnessing the
power of their advocates to engage HCM
buyers:
Generating more online reviews. ADP asks
advocates to write reviews on Forrester,
Gartner, TrustRadius, and G2 Crowd. The
program has been a main pillar in their
online review strategy. Ambassador content
currently makes up more than 50% of the
INFLUITIVE.COM

online reviews for ADP Vantage HCM on
TrustRadius.
Boosting social shares. Ambassadors
regularly share HCM content with their
social networks. In the past year, their social
shares have resulted in 34,000+ clicks.
Creating content. One of the biggest
marketing challenges is creating content
that customers want to read. Through the
ADP Ambassador Rewards Program, ADP’s
marketing team can gather invaluable
feedback that helps them improve the
quality of their content. Ultimately, this
increases ADP’s views, downloads and
shares.
Sourcing testimonials. ADP uses advocate
testimonials across their website and in
external marketing material.
8
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Results

ADP also uses their AdvocateHub to drive sales.
Since ADP sells complex products to large organizations,
their sales cycles are often time-intensive and involve many
stakeholders. Research has shown that an average of 6.8
stakeholders have a say in every B2B purchasing decision.

•
•
•
•
•

15,000+ social shares that generated 56,000+ clicks
1,909 webinar registrations
712 customer testimonials
43 online reviews across two 3rd party sites
Over 50% of the ADP Vantage HCM reviews on TrustRadius
sourced through the Ambassador Rewards Program
• Engaged new and existing customer references
• Increased upselling and cross-selling opportunities

“Anything our advocates can do to influence buyers and make our
sales cycles faster is beneficial,” says Sarah. Advocates are helping
ADP shorten their sales cycles by serving as customer references,
providing testimonials, and writing online reviews.

What people are saying
Since it’s easier to sell more to existing customers than to find new
customers, ADP has leveraged their Hub for upselling and crossselling. They do this by sharing information about new products
and features in the Hub. This allows them to get the right products
in front of the right buyers and influencers.

It used to be a struggle to ask customers to give
feedback on campaigns or participate in surveys.
Now we can easily find the customers who raise
their hands for these asks. And, as an added bonus,
they also share content on our behalf and become
advocates of ADP.

“The Ambassador Rewards Program has helped us learn more
about our customers’ needs and pain points,” says Nithya. “This
information takes the guesswork out of our sales processes and
allows us to showcase products that align with what customers
want.”

Sara Melo-Pereira
VP of Marketing at ADP

In the future, ADP wants to tightly align the Ambassador Rewards
Program with Sales. Then, the advocate marketing team can let
sales reps know about advocates who are interested in specific
products.

INFLUITIVE.COM
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PRODUCT:

Using customer feedback to build better products

Advocates are involved in every stage of ADP’s product
development—from ideation to adoption.

ADP keeps in tune with advocates, who often come up with the best
feature ideas. When product managers hear the same requests from
multiple customers, they move these items to the top of their queue.
Through the Hub, advocates can also volunteer as beta testers and
take part in exclusive opportunities that influence ADP’s product
and strategic direction. For example, Ambassadors assist with the
exciting projects that are happening at ADP’s Innovation Lab, where
new technology is developed.
“We used to have a hard time finding customers who were willing to
give us feedback,” says Nithya. “But now we have a large pool of
advocates who have already raised their hands to help. We simply
post a challenge in our AdvocateHub and can collect responses
within minutes.”

Results
• 914 advocates participated in 50+ product feedback sessions
and surveys
• Saved 359+ hours surveying and sourcing customers in the past
10 months.
• 30 Ambassadors joined 5 Product Advisory Councils

A product feedback challenge targeted at customers who use the ADP DataCloud
product line

INFLUITIVE.COM
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What people are saying
Inviting customers to participate in product
feedback via email or phone would have been timeconsuming—and potentially awkward. It would have
also required input from our busy Client Success
executives. Letting advocates self-select gave us a
team that was excited to help us build our product.

ADP offers quick, efficient and friendly support—
making it easy for me to plan research sessions and
recruit customers. In fact, I finished the study a week
ahead of time!
Ban Al-Ani
User Experience Researcher at ADP

Greg Murphy
User Experience Researcher at ADP

INFLUITIVE.COM
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EVENTS:

Celebrating advocates at ADP’s annual conference

Each year, more than 1,000 ADP customers “HCM professionals don’t always get the
recognition that they deserve,” says Sarah.
attend ADP's Meeting of the Minds
conference. During the event, they can
learn HCM best practices, stay on top of the “We like to thank advocates for everything
that they do by giving them the VIP
latest industry and ADP information, and
treatment.”
network with their peers.
ADP also uses this event to celebrate their
top Ambassadors, and create moments of
delight that keep their relationship with the
brand strong. First, they identify their most
engaged advocates through AdvocateHub
backend data.

The Bridge is the ultimate matchmaking community for
ADP advocates

INFLUITIVE.COM

Then, they match each advocate to
opportunities that would excite them. For
example, ADP will offer Ambassadors
special seating, invite them to private
networking events, and give them swag.
The top advocates are surprised with the
opportunity to meet keynote speakers and
ADP leadership team.
12

2018 Results
• 168 original Ambassador-written
#ADPMOTM social shares
• 165+ pieces of conference and session
feedback
• 24 online reviews sourced at the event
• 1/3 of attendees were already ADP
Ambassadors, with 11% of Ambassadors
attending the conference
• 13 customer submissions to ADP’s
“Pioneer Award”
• 32 Ambassadors represented on the
conference Client Advisory Boards over
last 2 years
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT:

Increasing employee advocacy

ADP also uses their AdvocateHub to engage and mobilize their
employees, through challenges targeted specifically towards
client success associates. Because ADP uses the same Hub for
associates, their client success associates participate in challenges

and climb the leaderboard, seeing firsthand how the advocacy
program works and how their customers can engage with ADP.
This work has empowered change management activity and
encouraged professional development of a key segment of
associates.
The Hub also allows ADP to invest in their associates. For example,
they help employees build their professional brand and social
networks by curating easily shareable content relevant to their role
and industry. Not only do employees get smarter on human capital
management and client success, but they take that knowledge to
social media where the conversations can continue.
The experience for client success associates also drives forward
new messaging, ensures all associates are aware of new tools
and resources to do their jobs more effectively, and services as a
peer-to-peer networking site where associates can get to know
their peers across the country. Enabling development of the client
success team has been a huge benefit driven by the Hub.

Shristi and Sarah, along with the rest of the ADP team after their talk about “taking care
of your own cabin” at Advocamp 2017 in San Francisco.

INFLUITIVE.COM
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ADP also collects success stories in the Hub. Employees earn
points and advance in the leaderboard when they submit a story
about how they’ve made a stellar impact for a customer.

What Ambassadors are saying
Claudia is our go-to person, and she has gone the
extra mile to help us and provide stellar support.

Meanwhile, Ambassadors can nominate employees that they feel
go above and beyond. This recognition is shared company-wide
and boosts employees’ morale when they understand the deep
impact they’re making on customers.

Shelly Guilmette
Payroll Specialist

Results
Here are some of the results that ADP has achieved from their
employee advocacy efforts.
• Ambassadors recognized 474 ADP associates for providing a
stellar customer experience in the past year.
• Gathered 24 stories about how the client success team
delivered tangible results for customers through the employee
advocacy program.
• 70% of client success executives are active in the program –
without making it mandatory.

INFLUITIVE.COM
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What's next for ADP?

ADP is expanding their advocacy initiative to five AdvocateHubs, so they can reach different audiences with tailored experiences and branding.
For example, they will have separate Hubs for small business and enterprise customers. They’ll also be giving the employee advocacy program
its own dedicated AdvocateHub.
ADP is also developing an onboarding experience for new customers within the large-business space, where ADP Ambassador Rewards
serves. It will use the Hub to gamify their ADP implementation and make onboarding fun. ADP also wants to launch a mentorship program
where long-term, successful customers can provide new customers with guidance during the onboarding process.
“We started with a narrow view of success—getting more customer referrals and references—but now have a much larger system of advocacy
that impacts all areas of our business,” says Nithya. “Our advocates have become a core part of our community and organization.”

READY TO BUILD YOUR OWN ADVOCACY INITIATIVE?
BELOW IS A LIST OF NEXT STEPS AND RESOURCES TO HELP GET YOU STARTED.
If you want to build an advocacy initiative on par with ADP's, here are a few next steps and resources to get you started.
1.

Learn. Join our interactive advocate marketing learning experience to develop your skills and feel what it’s like to be an advocate.

2. Strategize. Read the Advocate Marketing Playbook—the ultimate step-by-step guide to launching your first advocate marketing program.
3. Connect. Download our buy-in kit for material to send your team members about the need for advocate marketing across your organization.
4. Explore. Book a demo with Influitive to learn how an advocate marketing platform can help you scale customer engagement.
5. Deep-dive. Start learning about your advocate’s unique persona by choosing your industry from this list.
INFLUITIVE.COM
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